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Key messages 

In order to do well on this paper, candidates need to demonstrate that they can: 

• express thoughts, feelings and opinions in order to interest, inform or convince
• order and present facts, ideas and opinions
• communicate effectively and appropriately
• demonstrate adequate control of paragraphing, vocabulary, syntax and grammar, punctuation

and spelling
• show a sense of audience and an awareness of register and style in both formal and informal

situations.

General comments 

Candidates’ overall performance was quite good.  The vast majority of candidates attempted to answer both 
parts of the question paper as required.  Most candidates made a consistent effort to address the specific 
demands of their chosen questions.  An increased number of candidates produced outstanding work and 
gained very high marks.   

Where candidates performed less well, it was often because they had omitted to cover certain parts of a 
question. Quite a few candidates left out entire bullet points in their responses in Section A.  There were also 
frequent instances of candidates crossing out parts of their work at random for the sake of word count. This 
practice is to be discouraged, as in some cases candidates deleted key points that would have gained credit.  
In Section B, there were a few cases of candidates creating their own essay title instead of answering one of 
the given questions.   

Accuracy of language was an area for improvement in many performances. Spelling errors and non-standard 
language were very often seen even in the work of candidates who otherwise demonstrated adequate 
cultural knowledge and linguistic ability. Words and phrases like আসা কির, aনু ান  হেয়িছেলা , আমােক বl , আিম 

জাnামনা , যায়গায়, বাসাi েকo নাi, utর  দাoয়া লাগেব, হােত নাoয়ার জনয্ , kাnতা  পাi, utর  েদi েনi, দাদ ু

িচlািচিl  কেচর্ , িটিবেত েফান  িদলাম, oiখােন েযেয় েদিখ, েমলাi জাবার জn , িঠকােছ, কাজর্kম , সব কে র  দঃুk  িমেট 

জাi are examples of unsatisfactory language appearing in candidates’ responses.   

Comments on specific questions 

Section A 

Question 1 

A large number of candidates narrated their experience of a ‘Reality show’ in a very realistic way.  However, 
there were occasional slips in their narration especially in response to particular bullet points.  Those who 
referred to all parts of the bullet points and presented their work in paragraphs, using good language and 
appropriate punctuation, gained relatively high scores.  A small minority of candidates misinterpreted the 
topic and instead described a football match or a family celebration.  There were some inappropriate 
attempts to translate word-for-word from English, for example ei pিতেযািগতায়  আিম pথম  eেসিছ (I came first 

in this competition) or ei েশা -েত আিম েযাগ  িনলাম (I took part in this show).   

Most candidates referred to the first and second bullet points reasonably well but the third and fourth bullet 
points were less well done.  For the third bullet point, candidates needed to give some description of the 
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most challenging phase or সবেচেয় কিঠন ধাপিটর সংিkp  বণর্না  but some candidates mentioned just the name 
of that phase or when it happened.  To gain the full three marks available, candidates were expected to 
expand on this information.  
 
In response to the fourth bullet point, a significant number of candidates frequently used colloquial language 
rather than standard Bengali: for example, তুিমo eiরকম েশােত  েযাগ  িদেত পারবা, িনয়িমত বi পড়বা, ei েশা -eর 

খবর রাখবা, which should have been written as পারেব, পড়েব, খবর রাখেব/েরেখা।  Some candidates came up with 
a few suggestions that were not necessarily inspiring or encouraging for their friend. Answers to the fourth 
bullet point were expected to include three concrete suggestions or pieces of advice that would encourage or 
inspire the friend to participate in a similar show. To gain high marks, it is imperative that candidates read the 
prompt carefully and address all parts. 
 
Question 2 
 
This question was about a flyover proposed to be built in the candidate’s local area.  Most candidates 
referred to the bullet points as required.  In response to the first bullet point, phrases such as psািবত  েসতুিট 

আরামবাগ েথেক  হেয় রামপুরায় িগেয় েশষ হেব, িনমর্াণকাজ  েশষ হেত pায়  eকবছেরর মেতা  সময় লাগেব were seen, which 
were satisfactory to score the marks.  The second bullet point required three pieces of information about the 
damaging effect to the area after the flyover has been built.  Some candidates wrote about air pollution, 
noise pollution and increasing crime in the area.  Better answers mentioned, for example, the demolition of 
important buildings and facilities such as libraries, schools, shopping malls or sporting clubs, the loss of 
playing fields or local markets. This linked in well with the information candidates gave for the third bullet 
point which required three pieces of information about inconveniences for residents.  Where candidates 
mentioned only the environmental issues during the construction work for the second bullet point, their 
response to the third bullet point was rather inconsistent.   
 
Responses to the fourth bullet point were variable.  A few candidates came up with some unrealistic 
suggestions such as scrapping the idea of the flyover or building it in another town, although the question 
clearly states that the City Corporation had decided to build it in this particular area.  Therefore, suggestions 
like ei েসতুিট aনয্খােন  িনমর্াণ  করা েহাক , ei eলাকার uপর িদেয় ভারী যানবাহন চলাচল িনিষd  করেল েকােনা  uড়াল 

েসতুর দরকার হেব না, uড়াল েসতুর বদেল নতুন রাsা  ৈতির করা েহাক , ei eলাকার রাsা েলা  আরo চoড়া করা েহাক  
could not be considered as valid.  Candidates should be advised to answer each bullet point with due regard 
to the context given in the question. 
 
Question 3 
 
Candidates were required to write an essay on an evening with heavy rainfall.  There were some very strong 
responses with good language, realistic portrayal of a rainy evening and relevant cultural references.  Some 
candidates started their essay with well-known verses of Tagore such as নীল নবঘেন আষাঢ়গগেন িতল ঠাঁi আর 

নািহের, oেগা  আজ েতারা  যাস েন ঘেরর বািহের… which were quite relevant in this context.  There were also 

frequent references to ঝালমিুড় আর গরম চা, পের িখচুিড় আর মাংেসর ভুনা, িখচুিড় আর iিলশ মাছ ভাজা and these gave 
originality to candidates’ work.  For this question, candidates were expected to write about a particular 
evening with continuous rainfall. Some candidates, however, wrote a stereotypical essay just describing what 
happens during typical rainy evenings.  A few candidates narrated the rainy season or a rainy day or simply 
an evening but without any reference to rain.  A small number of candidates narrated an evening of 
celebration such as বষর্বরণ  সnয্া  which was not appropriate. 
   
Question 4 
 
For this question, candidates were expected to write about the abuse of science.  Most candidates presented 
their work with some authentic references to the abuse of science and its impact on the human race/natural 
world.  Candidates in this category scored relatively high marks.  A few candidates simply wrote a 
comparative study of the pros and cons of science such as িবjান  আমােদর জীবেন আশীবাদর্  না aিভশাপ; some 

others wrote a long essay about the contribution of science in our life with the title আমােদর জীবেন িবjােনর  

aবদান, which was not relevant. To ensure they give a relevant response to the question, candidates are 
advised to read the essay title carefully before starting to write their essay. 
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Question 5 
 
This question asked candidates to write an essay on a book fair they have visited.  There were some good 
responses in which candidates wrote about their personal experience of a particular book fair, the 
arrangements, any memorable events, the different stalls, the experience of meeting their favourite authors, 
buying books, their feelings and opinions, and some suggestions for a better arrangement.  Sentences like 
হঠাৎ েদিখ আমার িpয়  েলখক মহুাmদ  জাফর iকবাল eকিট sেলর  সামেন দাঁিড়েয়, আিম তাঁর কাছ েথেক sাkর  িনলাম, িবিভn  

বয়েসর েলাকজন  বiেমলায় ভীড় কের, েসখােন েদখলাম বi েবচােকনার পাশাপািশ সাংsৃিতক  aনু ােনরo  আেয়াজন  রেয়েছ, 

eবােরর বiেমলািট আিম কখেনাi  ভুলব না all gave originality to their work and helped to achieve high scores.  A 
small number of candidates narrated a book fair but omitted to mention their personal experience or what 
they had witnessed, whilst the question clearly states েতামার  েদখা eকিট বiেমলা.  They scored less well as a 

result. Sentences like বiেমলায় aেনক ধরেণর বi িবিk  হয়, ei েমলা সকাল েথেক সnয্া  পযnর্  চেল, েসখােন খাবার 

েদাকানo  থােক are merely standard characteristics of any book fair and do not demonstrate candidates’ own 
observations or personal experience. To ensure that their response meets the requirements of the question, 
candidates are strongly advised to read the question carefully and plan the scenario before beginning to 
write.   
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BENGALI 
 
 

Paper 3204/02 
Language Usage and Comprehension 

 
 
Key messages 
 
In order to do well in this paper, candidates need to make sure that they express themselves in clear, correct 
and concise language. 
 
In addition, candidates need to: 
 

• show that they can understand and adequately convey information 
• understand, order and present facts, ideas and opinions 
• evaluate information, select what is relevant to specific purposes and express it in their own words 
• exercise control of appropriate structures 
• understand and employ a range of apt vocabulary 
• recognise implicit meaning and attitude 
• demonstrate an awareness of the conventions of paragraphing and sentence structure 
• demonstrate adequate control of vocabulary, syntax and grammar, punctuation and spelling 
• ensure that their handwriting is legible. 

 
 
General comments 
 
The majority of candidates completed the paper within the time allowed. Most candidates attempted all the 
questions. Some performances were outstanding. There were a number of examples of candidates who 
could have achieved a better result if they had been more familiar with the required examination techniques 
for this paper. Generally speaking, able candidates coped well with the grammatical tasks and 
comprehension questions, although the quality of performance varied widely.  The quality of candidates’ 
written Bengali was also very variable. At the lowest end of the range, there were some candidates who 
struggled to write answers in their own words. Some candidates were unable to score marks in Section C6 
as they simply copied out sections of the reading comprehension passage in answer to the questions.  
 
 
Comments on specific questions 
 
Section A 
 
Exercise A1 
 
This exercise comprised the task of separating five given words.  In general, candidates found the task quite 
straightforward apart from Questions 1 and 3, where a substantial number of candidates struggled to 
separate the words correctly.  Many candidates answered at least three questions successfully; however, 
only the strongest candidates scored full marks in this exercise.   
 
Exercise A2 
 
This exercise comprised a gap filling task. Candidates were required to select the appropriate idiom, proverb 
or word-pair to fill the gap in each sentence. The majority of candidates were able to answer the questions 
correctly, though there were instances where a number of candidates had difficulty selecting the correct 
option.  Question 9 in particular proved to be challenging to less able candidates, who often selected the 
incorrect option to fill the gap in this sentence. Only the strongest candidates achieved full marks, but many 
candidates achieved a mark of 8 out of 10.  
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Exercise A3 
 
This was a sentence transformation exercise. Candidates were required to transform the given sentences 
based on cues provided either at the beginning or at the end.  Most candidates, including the less able ones, 
generally responded well, although minor spelling mistakes were frequently seen. A number of candidates 
gave unsuccessful answers to Question 15.  This was because candidates often missed out the appropriate 
manipulation of the phrase ‘next Wednesday’ from the reported speech to the indirect speech. Nevertheless, 
in Exercise A3 as a whole, most candidates achieved quite high scores. 
 
Exercise A4 
 
Most candidates found this exercise quite accessible. Many candidates scored 16 marks or higher. 
Questions that weaker candidates found more challenging were 24 and 25.   
 
 
Section B 
 
Exercise B5 (MCQ comprehension) 
 
Candidates performed well in this exercise. All candidates were able to answer at least one question 
correctly, and many candidates scored full marks.  
 
Less able candidates often struggled to choose the correct option (3) to answer Question 27; they tended to 
choose option (2) instead. Similarly, in Question 28, quite a few candidates chose option (4) whereas the 
correct answer was option (2).   
 
 
Section C 
 
Exercise C6 (OE comprehension) 
 
This exercise comprised a reading comprehension passage followed by open-ended comprehension 
questions.  Many candidates found this exercise relatively challenging.  In particular, although some 
candidates manipulated the language of the text very skilfully, there were many candidates who tried to lift 
answers from the text instead of writing answers in their own words.  A wide range of marks were scored.  
Less able candidates found Questions 34, 35 and 38 most difficult.  Many candidates mixed up the answers 
for Questions 34 and 35.  Many candidates struggled to find four details to answer Question 38 and instead 
they lifted heavily from the passage without showing comprehension. Even in performances that showed 
good reading comprehension skills, many errors of grammar and syntax were seen.  
 
Exercise C7 (Vocabulary) 
 
Here candidates were expected to give the meaning of five specified words from the comprehension text.  
Most candidates were able to answer at least some of the questions successfully. However, candidates often 
struggled to write down correct meanings for Questions 39 and 43.  Many candidates did not seem to be 
familiar with the words tested in these two questions: there were frequent examples of guesswork in 
candidates’ responses. Often the answers given were unrelated to the actual meaning of the words. To 
improve performance in this exercise, it is recommended that candidates read widely to gain familiarity with 
the meanings of words in different contexts. 
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